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In this paper we extend the results of an earlier note [1], 

DEFINITION. Let JE1 be an extension field of the rationals. A vector v = (bx,..., bn) 
in En is algebraic if each coordinate b{ is algebraic over the rationals. A linear 
transformation T:En->En is algebraic if T(v) is an algebraic vector for every 
algebraic vector v. 

DEFINITION. The degree of an algebraic linear transformation T, denoted by 
deg T, is the minimum of [K: Q] taken over all finite algebraic extensions K of the 
rationals Q such that T: Kn-> Kn. 

REMARK. Clearly if (%) is the matrix representation of the algebraic linear trans
formation T, the degree of Tis the degree over the rationals of the algebraic exten
sion generated by the algebraic numbers ai3: 

DEFINITION. Let 21 denote the algebra over the rationals of algebraic linear trans
formations T: En-+ En. For J i n % Thas order m, if Tm=/(the identity transforma
tion) and m is the smallest integer q for which Tq=I. 

THEOREM. Let T belong to Qi the algebra of algebraic linear transformations. IfT 
has order m then 

m < ec(log (n deg T+1))(1 + 1/log2 (n deg T+ l))(/i deg r ) J I ( n d e g T + 1 ) 

where 7r(t) denotes the number of primes less than t, C is Eulefs constant, and an 
approximate value for ec is, ec= 1.78107 24179 90198. 

REMARK. If the extension field E is algebraic over the rationals of degree q, then 
replacing deg Thy q in the inequality in the theorem yields a uniform bound on the 
order of algebraic linear transformations of En onto En. 

Proof of the Theorem. Let K be the finite algebraic extension of the rationals 
such that T\Kn->Kn and degr=[^T: Q], Since K is a vector space over the 
rationals of dimension deg T, let v -> vQ denote the linear isomorphism over the 
rationals, Q, of vectors v in Kn and vectors vQ in Qr, where r=n deg T. The linear 
transformation T:Kn->Kn yields a linear transformation over Q, denoted by 
TQ: g r - > g r , defined by TQ(vQ) = (T(v))Q. 

One easily establishes that for any two linear transformations 5, T: Kn-^ Kn we 
have (ST)Q = SQTQ. By induction we see that if the transformation T has order m 
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then the transformation TQ has order m. Our result then follows immediately from 
the following theorem which appears in [1]. 

THEOREM. IfL: Q'-> Qr is a linear transformation of order m then 

m < ^OogCr+^Xl + l/logV+l))^"1""-
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